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1. INTRODUCTION 
Motivated by the search for equilibrium points in non-cooperative 
games, Peleg [7] established an extension of Knaster, Kuratowski, and 
Mazurkiewicz’s theorem and Gale and Mas-Cole11 [3] an extension of 
Fan’s fixed point theorem. The common feature of these two results is 
that they involve a finite family of relations acting on the product of a 
corresponding family of compact convex sets. 
The main purpose of this note is to present a generalization of the 
Kakutani-Fan-Glicksberg fixed point theorem in the same framework 
(Theorem 6). To do this, we start by proving an appropriate generalization 
of the open version of the KKM principle (Theorem 2). In the last section, 
Theorem 6 is reformulated to provide a theorem on the existence of Nash 
equilibria for games without ordered preferences. 
The role of the topological assumptions in these results is emphasized. In 
particular, it is shown that the assumption of openness or closedness can be 
used indifferently. This observation definitely clarifies the interconnections 
between the KKM principle, the fixed point theorems, and the theorems on 
the existence of Nash equilibria. 
2. NOTATIONS 
The set of all non-empty finite subsets of a set D is denoted by (0). If 
D is the product of sets D,, . . . . D,, we denote by ({D)) the product 
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(0,) x ... x(D,,), that is, AE((D)) if and ony if A=A,x . . . x,4,,, 
where Aim (Dj> for each i= 1, . . . . n. 
Let A be a subset of a convex set (in a vector space). We denote by [A] 
the convex hull of A. We point out that, if A = A, x ... x A,, where 
A,, . . . . A,, are subsets of convex sets, then [A] = [A,] x . . . x [A,]. 
We call convex space [4] a convex set supplied with any topology that 
induces the Euclidean topology on the convex hulls of its finite subsets. 
Convex sets supplied with the finite topology as well as convex subsets of 
Hausdorff topological vector spaces supplied with the induced topology are 
examples of convex spaces. Clearly, the Cartesian product of convex spaces 
is a convex space. 
Let D and X be two sets. A relation (or multifunction) F from D to X, 
denoted F D + X, is a subset of D x X, the (possibly empty) sets F-Y= 
{JEX: (.K, J)EF), x E D, are called the values of F, the (possibly empty) 
sets F-J.= {.YE D: (x, J)E F), VEX, are called thefibers of F. 
3. THE KKM PRINCIPLE 
By slightly modifying Peleg’s argument [7], we obtain the following 
generalization of the classical “closed version” of the KKM principle. 
THEOREM 1. Let D,, . . . . D, be arbitrary subsets of convex spaces 
x , , . ..1 X,,, respectively:Set D=D,x ... xD, and X=X,x ... xX,,. For 
i = 1, . . . . n, let Fi : Di --t X be a closed valued relation. if for every A in ((D >> 
one has CA1 c fIY=, UrlE,4, F,xi, then ,for every A in ((D )) one has 
CA1 n (n:l= 1 n,,, A, Fi-vi) f @- 
Proof: Assume for a contradiction that there exist 
A,={aj:j=l,..., p,}e(D,) ,..., A,~={a’,:j=l,...,p,}~(D,) 
such that fly= I np-, (F,a{n [A]) = 0, where A = A, x .,. x A,,. Let d be 
the Euclidean metric in [A]. Since each F,ujn [A] is closed in [A], our 
assumption amounts to saying that 1(x) = C:= r C$‘= 1 d(x, F,af) is not 
zero for any x in [A]. Hence, for each i = 1, . . . . n, we can define a 
continuous mapf;: [A] + [A;] by setting, for each x= (x,, . . . . .Y,)E [A] = 
CA,1 x ... x CAI, 
It follows from Brouwer’s fixed point theorem that there exists 
1 = (2,) . ..) 2,) in [A] such that -Ui=fj(X) for each i= 1, . . . . n. 
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By our assumption, there exists iO E { 1, . . . . n > such that the set 
is not empty. The formula 
shows that Si,, belongs to [a$O:j~l,,,(.i?)]. Thus, S belongs to 
[A)] X ... X [A,,- )] x [U~i,:jEzi~(-T)] x [A[,+(] x “. x [A,,], 
and this set is contained in 
u F,,,aiu 
by hypothesis. This is a contradiction, since Af cannot belong to Fi,,aiO for 
any Jo Z,(,f), by the very definition of the set Z,(4). 1 
In the case where n = 1, Theorem 1 reduces to the classical KKM 
principle (see Fan [2], Dugundji and Granas [ 11, Lassonde [S]). When 
the Xi’s are simplexes and the Di’s are the vertexes of the X;s, Theorem I 
yields Peleg’s result [7]. When the X,‘s are Hausdorff topological vector 
spaces and one of the F,‘s has a compact value, Theorem 1 leads to 
Lemma 2 in Marchi and Martinez-Legaz [6]. See Peleg [7] for applica- 
tions to mathematical economics and Marchi and Martinez-Legaz [6] for 
applications to non-linear analysis. 
Now, following the lines of Lassonde [S], we show that we can replace 
closed by open in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let D,, . . . . D, he arbitrar). subsets of convex spaces 
X,, . . . . X,,, respectively. Set D = D, x . x D,, and X= XI x . . . x X,,. For 
i = 1, . . . . N, let G;: Di -+ X be an open valued relation. [ffor every A in ((D )) 
one has [Al = K=, U.r,EA, Gixi, then for every A in ((D)) one has 
CAln(fI:l=, fL,~A,Gi-~i)+0~ 
Proof We may assume, without loss of generality, that the sets 
D I > . ..’ D, are finite. Let iE ( 1, . . . . n} be fixed. For each A = A, x . . . x A, in 
((D)), the sets G,-Y, n [A], X,E Ai, are open in [A], and form a finite 
covering of the compact, finite-dimensional set [A]. Hence, for each A in 
((D)), there exists a relation Ff: Ai -+ [A] such that Ff.ui is closed in [A] 
(hence in X) for each .Y, in A;, F;~.Y, c Gfx, for each x, in A,, and 
CA1 = U.qE,+ Fh 
Now, for every iE { 1, . . . . n ), consider the relation F,: D, --+ X assigning to 
each X~E Di the set 
Fix, = u { Ffx,: A E (( 0)) and Ai xi}. 
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We have: 
(i) for each x, in Di, Fixi is closed in X (because D is finite), 
(ii) for each A in ((D)), U.r,ea,F,~~i contains Us,E,4rF;4~~i= [A], 
(iii) for each -xi in Di and each A in ((D)) such that Ai3xi, GiSu, 
contains FAX,; hence for each xi in Di, G,x, contains F,s,. 
From (i), (ii) and Theorem 1, we derive that [A] n (fly=, nl-,E1, FJ,) is 
not empty for each A in ((D)). The conclusion then follows from (iii). m 
When n = 1, Theorem 2 becomes Thtoreme 1 in Lassonde [S]. 
4. OTHER FORMULATIONS OF THE KKM PRINCIPLE 
As observed in Lassonde [S], the KKM principle may be reformulated 
as a matching theorem or as a fixed point theorem. In our general setting, 
this leads to the following statements. 
THEOREM 3. Let D,, . . . . D, be arbitrary subsets of convex spaces 
x , 9 ..., X,,, respectively. Set D= D, x ... x D, and X=X,x ... xX,,. For 
i = 1, . . . . n, let Hi: D, -+ X be a relation with open (closed, respectively) 
values. Zf for some A in ((D)) one has [A] c U:=, U,,, ,4, Hixi, then for 
some B in ((D )) and some i in { 1, . . . . n ) one has [B] n ( n.,,. B, H,x,) # 0. 
Proof: Apply Theorem 1 (Theorem 2, respectively) to the relations 
?I, H X\,H,x; from D, to X, i= 1, . . . . n. 1 
THEOREM 4. Let X,, . . . . X,, be non-empty convex spaces. Set 
X=X,x ... xX,,. For i=l,..., n, let Ti: X + Xi be a relation with convex 
values and open (closed, respectively) fibers. Define T: X + X b? 
Tx= fi (X,x ... xX;~,xT;xxX,+, x ... xx,1), 
i= I 
Zf there exists A E (( 0)) such that Tx n A # 0 for each x E [A], then there 
exists X E X such that X E T,E 
ProoJ: For i= 1, . . . . n, let Hi: Xi + X be given by Hixi = T,-xi for each 
.Y, in Xi. It is easily seen that the condition 
Tx n A # (21 foreach XE [A] 
is equivalent to 
[A] c fi u H,x;. 
1=1 X,EA, 
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It follows from Theorem 3 that there exist B = B, x ... x B,z c A and 
iE (1, . ..) n} with [B] n (fl r,t,4, H,.uj) # fzr. Let S in [B] be such that 
S E Hi,ui for all .Y, E Bi. Then, B, c T,.Y, which implies [B,] c T,.U, since T, 
is convex valued. Thus, .?EX, x ... xX, , x [B,] xX;+, x ... x X,,c T.C 
The proof is complete. 1 
Theorem 4 has been derived from Theorem 3. Conversely, Theorem 3 
can be obtained from Theorem 4 by considering the relations 
T,: [A] + [Ai] defined by SM [ff:.un Ai], where Hi and A E ((X)) are 
as given in Theorem 3; the details are left to the reader. 
5. FIXED POINTS 
The two fixed points theorems presented in this section are derived from 
the open and closed version of Theorem 4, respectively. All the spaces are 
now assumed to be compact, so that the non-emptiness condition on the 
values of the relations can be given a simpler form. The open version is 
almost immediate: 
THEOREM 5. Let X,, . . . . X,, he non-emptjl compact convex spaces. Set 
X = X, x . . . x X,,. For i= 1, . . . . n, let Ti: X -+ Xi be a relation with convex 
values and open fibers. If for each x E X there exists ie { 1, . . . . n} such that 
Tix # 0, then there exist .U E X and i, E ( 1, . . . . n 3 such that .YiO E T,,,.Y. 
Proof The assumption amounts to saying that 
Since X is compact and the T,‘s have open fibers, there exists A E ((X)) 
such that 
which is equivalent to 
T.Y n A # 0 for each x E [A], 
where T is as defined in Theorem 4. The conclusion then follows from 
Theorem 4. 1 
When n = 1, Theorem 5 yields Fan’s fixed point theorem [2, Lemma 41. 
When the Xi’s are compact convex sets in Euclidean spaces, Theorem 5 is 
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a special case of the basic theorem in Gale and Mas-Cole11 [3]. When the 
X;s are compact convex sets in Hausdorff topological vector spaces, 
Theorem 5 becomes Theorem 3 in Marchi and Martinez-Legaz [6]. 
We now turn to the closed version. Simple examples show that one can- 
not merely replaced open fibers by closed fibers in Theorem 5; a stronger 
closedness condition is required. The next theorem asserts that, when the 
convex spaces Xi are subsets of Hausdorff locally convex topological vector 
spaces, then Theorem 5 remains valid if open fibers is replaced by closed 
graph. In the proof, the following well-known fact is used: 
If f: X -+ Y has a closed graph and Bc Y is compact, then the set 
f I = [.y E X: KY n B # 0) is closed in X. 
THEOREM 6. Let X,, . . . . X,, he non-empty compact convex sets in 
Hausdocff locall~~ convex topological vector spaces E, , . . . . E,,, respectively. 
Set X = X, x . . x X,. For i = 1, . . . . n, let I-,: X + X, be a relation with con- 
vex values and closed graph. I f  .for each .Y E X there e.uists i E { 1, . . . . II ‘, SUCII 
that T,s # 0, then there exist .U E X and i, E ( 1, . . . . n ) such that .Yiu E I-,,.?. 
Proof Define f: X + X by 
r,y= ij (X,x ..’ XX,~,Xr;.YXXj+,X “’ XX,,). 
r=l 
We have to show that r has a fixed point. Since I- is obviously closed in 
the compact space Xx X, it is sufficient to verify that for each 
neighborhood V of the origin in E, x ... x E,, there exists ?c,.-E X such that 
(x,, + V) f-l I-x1-. # 0. 
Let V be such a neighborhood, and let V,, . . . . V,, be closed convex 
neighborhoods of the origin in E,, . . . . E, (respectively) such that V, x . x 
V, c V. It follows from the compactness of the Xi’s that for each i= 1, . . . . n 
there is a finite set A, c Xi such that fj(X) c A, + Vi. 
Consider the relations Ti: X + Xi given by x H (Ti-u - Vi) n X,. Clearly, 
each Ti has convex values, and, in view of the above fact, each Ti has 
closed fibers, since T;y, = I--(( .ri + k’,) n Xi) for every J;E Xi. Moreover, 
by assumption, for each x E X there exists ic ( 1, . . . . n) such that Z-,x is not 
empty, whence TJ n Ai= (T,.u - Vi) n Ai is not empty either. All the 
conditions in Theorem 4 are therefore satisfied by the T,‘s so defined. We 
derive that there must be a point I~, in X such that 
x, E (j (X,x “. xx,+lx(f,x- Vi)XXit, x ... XX,). 
i= I 
Such a point satisfies (?c I + V) n T.u I, # 0, which was to be proved. 1 
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The classical Kakutani-Fan-Glicksberg fixed point theorem corresponds 
to the special case n = 1 in Theorem 6. 
6. NASH EQUILIBRIA 
The fixed point theorems of the previous section have a straightforward 
interpretation in game theory. 
Let [(Xl, pi)i= ,,,,,,, IJ be a n-person non-cooperative game: for i = I, . . . . n, 
X, denotes the strategy set and Pi: X= X, x x X,, -+ X, the preference 
relation of player i. If x = (s,, . . . . x,) E X is a strategy vector, then yi E Pi,\- 
means that player i strictly prefers (x,, . . . . .K,+ ,, yi, xi+ ,, . . . . x,,) to x. 
A Nash equilibrium for such a game is a strategy vector .U for which no 
player has a good reply, that is, P;?r = @ for i = 1, . . . . ?I. 
Assume that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) for each i, Xi is a non-empty compact convex subset of R’, 
(2) for each i and each I = (X L, . . . . x,~) E X, Pix is convex and 
x, $ Pp, 
(3a) either for each i, P, is open in Xx X,, or 
(3b) for each i, Pi is closed in Xx Xi. 
Then there exists a Nash equilibrium for the game. Case (3a) follows from 
GaleeMas-Colell’s theorem (cf. Theorem 5), case (3b) from Theorem 6. 
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